Online
Lead Generation
Generate sales leads with your website
Ottomatias Peura
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Converting visitors into leads

Lead generation is a
process in which you acquire new potential customers. The objective of
lead generation is to get
more contact information
for people who would be
interested in your services and/or products.
This is a guide on B2B
online lead generation.
Leads are usually divided into marketing qualified leads and sales qualified leads. No matter how
you classify your leads,
you will have (and should
have) different kinds of
leads at any given time;
some of your leads are
very high-quality and will
buy anytime soon. Maybe you have already had
a meeting with them and
they are already waiting

for your quote.
Some are just email
addresses you collected from somewhere for
people who might be in

Webpage is the focal
point of online lead generation process. Website
is where you publish your
content, where you direct
people with advertising.

NOTE:
The final conversion of any business process
should be sales. Conversions such as downloading a white paper are important, but only
if you think (and possibly can verify with data)
that people who download the white paper
are more probable to purchase. Conversions
that happen before the purchase are called
micro conversions.
See more https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/2665210?hl=en.

charge of things that you
sell. Most are something
in between.

It’s also where you put
your PR and SEO efforts
into and where your con-
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versions happen.

lead.

On B2B sites conversion is usually some kind
of a form submit. Conversion can be downloading
a white paper, a video
view, joining a webinar
or filling a “Contact me”
-form. Sometimes it can
be a purchase or a sign
up.

Unfortunately most often than not, visitors don’t
usually fill these forms.
B2B is a very competitive market and decision
makers are all-too-usedto sales people already.
They don’t need to ASK
for someone calling
them. Happily that’s not

TIP:
Website can generate leads from visitors who
don’t fill any form. Web analytics tools such as
Leadfeeder can help you reveal which companies visit your website. In many cases this
information alone can generate a valuable
sales lead.

The objective of online lead generation is
to increase the amount
of sales leads. If someone fills a form on your
website asking you specifically to call them with
intent of purchasing, that
of course is a valid sales

the only way to generate
leads online, though.
A good online lead
generation process rests
on good analytics and
well-defined metrics.
You

need

to

setup

conversions in your web
analytics tool so that
you know who are your
high-quality visitors – and
who are not.
If you have good content that could be as useful for your visitors that
they might want to share
their email addresses in
order to get it, make it a
requirement and setup
this as a conversion. If
you have a small B2B site,
you can just setup conversions for submitting
contact form and another for seeing your “Cases”
-page, for example.
The basis of lead generation is process is a
website that has conversions setup in the web
analytics tool. Website
is your home base and
analytics tools help you
quickly see where your
high-quality traffic comes
from, what interests them
and who they are.

WRAP-UP:
• There are differences between your leads; some have indicated the intention to buy, some haven’t. It’s important to treat them differently.
• Conversion optimization on your website is important, but it’s not the
only way to generate leads online. For example, web analytics can generate leads from users who never interacted with any form.
• Visitor is not a lead but visitor can be turned into a lead with data enrichement, conversion optimization and analytics.
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Increasing web traffic

You should now have
setup conversions on
your site and your website is ready to receive
masses of visitors who
will fill out your contact
forms. However, most
probably your business
has not yet skyrocketed,
otherwise you wouldn’t
be needing this second
part. What’s the problem? Not enough visitors.
Lead generation online
is a probability game. For
every paying customer you will need maybe
10 leads. To acquire ten
leads you will need about
2000 website visitors. To
get 2000 website visitors,
you have to get your ad
or social media post visible to 200.000 people. To
put it simply, you have to

raise awareness among
200.000 people in order
to find that one single
paying customer. This,
with industry standard or
better conversion rates
– chances are you need
even more. This is a basic
sales funnel (see Image 1).
In the future parts, we’ll
focus on how to increase
your conversion rates.
But even if your conversion rates would be
two-figures, you will still
need some visitors. So
what are the best ways to
get more people to your
website?
1 Advertising
This one is simple. Tools
such as Google AdWord
https://adwords.google.
com or Facebook’s ad-

vertising platform are
easy and cost-effective
ways to drive relevant
traffic to your site. You can
create your ads yourself
but remember; the better your ads and target
groups are, the cheaper
the traffic is. It really pays
off to have someone who
understands these platforms to help you out if
you are inexperienced.
2 Social media presence
You probably already
have your Twitter and
Facebook profiles ready
and you shoot your posts
every other week to your
146 followers. Done? No.
Just like with advertising,
you can do your social
media promoting well or
bad.
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Image 1: Conversion funnel
Online lead generation is a probability game. The more visitors you have, the more leads you
will get. You can and you should optimize the funnel in all phases

@mention the influencer of your field and
engage with conversations. Find and use good
hashtags relevant to your
business. Participate and
communicate with your
peers. Remember to
measure your results and
find the best performing
tactics for you.
3 SEO
SEO is not half as important as it was back
in the days with Google
making it search algorithms better and better
all the time. The best way
nowadays to increase
your ranking is to create
good content. However,
make sure you don’t have
any technical SEO issues,
focus on the titles and remember to use important
keywords. Simple things
but can have a big effect

on your organic traffic.
4 Answer questions
Quora and other question platforms are a great
way to get your link in
front of people who are
interested in your services. Browse these platforms frequently and if
you see a relevant question, answer it as well as
you can and share a link
to relevant content of
yours. Don’t just spam
every other question with
a copy-paste. That won’t
work. But if you take the
time and use your expertise to answer questions,
that will pay off.
5 Reach out to influencers
You have a great service but no one knows
about it except for your
mother? Why not share

it with the influencers of
your field and ask them
to review it? Remember
again that this is a twoway street. People with
large following won’t just
spam your link with their
precious fanbase if they
don’t see the value. Take
your time and personalize your message and
pick the right influencers.
6 Email marketing
Email is still one of the
best ways to market online. If you are not already
collecting an email list,
you better start it now.
Tools such as Mailchimp
make email marketing
effortless and effective.
You don’t have to master all these techniques
at once. Start with the
ones that feel natural to
you and check from your
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Google Analytics whether these sources bring
traffic that converts. If not,
try something else. Bringing quality visitors to your
site is a never-ending
mission – but it can be a

fun one.
In the next chapter we’ll
focus on things you can
do on your website to
get your visitors engage
more with your content

and increase your conversion rates.
See you next time!

WRAP-UP:
• Lead generation is a probability game; you have to have a significant
amount of visitors to get your lead generation machine rolling.
• Nothing beats good content. Make sure your content is interesting to
your target group.
• Building your audience takes time and effort. Don’t neglect social media
or QA-sites such as Quora or Yahoo Answers.
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Conversion optimization

Once you’ve setup
conversions and enticed
visitors to your site, your
conversion rate should
become obvious.
Conversion rate is the
percentage of your visitors who end up doing
what you wanted – and
the figure is usually pretty low.
There can be many
reasons for low conversion rates and they all require different solutions
to overcome. In the table
(see Image 2) you will see
some of the most common reasons for low conversion rates and possible solutions.
With such a wide range
of problems, the solutions vary a lot, too. If you

can’t see ANY conversions, you should start by
checking whether your
conversions are working at all. If you are using
Google Analytics you can
test this easily with Google Analytics Debugger.
If you do receive conversions, but the conversion rate is very low,
start researching your

traffic. Is there differences between conversion
rates with different traffic sources? If you can
find a well-working traffic
source, try and find similar sources. If you can find
an ad group that brings a
lot of good traffic, copy
it and create similar ads
with same or almost
same targeting.

NOTE
If your ads receive conversions on the first
days but then stop working, you are probably
suffering from [ad fatigue and you should refine your target groups and/or create new ad
versions. Ad fatigue is very normal but can be
battled against.
Read more https://www.facebook.com/business/a/
ads-best-practice
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Problem

What does it mean?

How to fix it?

Target group is wrong

Your visitors are not interested in your services or content

Tune your ads; narrow your
target groups; change your
tactics in social media; research web analytic on what
(which sources, keywords)
could work better

Site has issues with design

Your visitors can’t find the
right information; visitors
can’t use navigation; site design has issues (text legibility
etc)

Test your site with test
groups; ask opinions; consult
web designers

Content and/or services are
ill-defined or wrong or written from a wrong point of
view for your target group

Your content is not good; it
might be too simple or too
compex or about wrong
things; visitors don’t understand your message

Use professional writers; ask
opinions from peers and experts on your subject

Forms are hard to fill

Forms has technical issues;
conversion funnel is hard to
follow; too many questions in
form

Test your forms; run A/B tests
with different forms; change
CTAs; redesign forms with an
expert

Image 2: Examples of different problems and solutions for conversion optimization.

Always test your conversions yourself and do it
regularly. A small change
you do somewhere on
your website might have
broken your form completely or a small text edit
somewhere might have
made it harder for people
to understand how your
conversion funnel works.
As a rule-of-thumb
it should be as simple
as possible for your users to convert. Ask less
questions (do you REALLY need their home
address, for example?)
and make sure your form
can be easily found anywhere on your site – remember, every page can

be a landing page for users finding your website
through social media, for
example.
Making sure your navigation is as simple as
possible is important for
your success. Content
that you want to be seen
should be easy to find.
Visitors value familiar and
concise navigation that
works similarly than on
other pages they’ve visited. Don’t go over-creative with your design.
Legibility and clear design should be your main
target when designing
your website. Reduce
the amount of CTA’s, use

less colors and make
sure your key message
is clear on every page. A
simple test to see whether your page is easy to
navigate and understand
is a squinting test. Take
a step back, squint your
eyes and look at your
page. Do you see your
CTA pop out? Do you see
the most important key
message? If not, make it
clearer.
Conversion optimization is an art form and is
never complete. Don’t
believe the blog posts
that tell you how you
can increase your conversion rates by 300% by
just changing your col-
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ors. Conversion optimization is hard and wins are
usually small. When A/B
testing your versions,

statistically
significant
changes easily require
months of testing to see
the results.

WRAP-UP:
• Bad conversion rate can result from a variety of factors and they must
be addressed differently
• Test your conversions regularly to verify they function as properly and
they are reported correctly.
• A/B testing is great, but it requires a big amount of visitors and converters. Often you have to trust your guts.
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Learn more about your leads

Imagine every lead as
an email dropping into
your inbox. When you receive an email, you read
it, research it and decide
what to do with it. You
should do something
similar for every lead you
get. This is called lead
validation.
Sometimes you’ll assign a lead to someone
else in your sales team,
sometimes it’s good to
call them right away.
Sometimes hiding that
lead completely is the
right thing to do. In this
part, we’ll go through
lead validation process
and share tips on how
you can find the contact
person.
The most important
thing with any lead gen-

eration process is that
you find a way to incorporate it into your existing sales processes. If
you are generating leads
but your sales people
never see those leads,
they won’t be converting
them into customers.
Likewise, if your leads
are not validated sufficiently, you’ll end up with
dozens of leads that are
never going to purchase.
This will also skew your
marketing ROI metrics.
If you get 50 non-valid
leads with $10, that’s still
0 leads with $10 - a negative ROI.
How to validate a lead?
What is a lead again?
It’s someone who would
be interested or needs
your
service.
We’ve

learned that there are
different kinds of leads,
some that are very close
to purchasing and some
that have not maybe
even heard of us yet.
Lead validation is a
process which makes
sure your contact person
is correct, the company
is indeed a company that
could be of interest to you
and makes sure that the
lead gets procesessed
properly. After lead validation, you’ll notice that
some of your leads end
up not being leads at all.
Lead validation in 4
steps
1 First check the company.
Is the company a possible customer for you?
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Are they working in same
geographical areas? Is it
a B2B or B2C company?
Do you know something
about the company that
would make them less (or
more) desirable as a lead;
for example, if their financial situation is bad or if
there’s something in their
reputation that makes
you want to hold off. Are
they recruiting a lot of
new people? This is always a good sign that the
company is doing well. If
they are recruiting them
from a field that you offer
services to, even better.
If the company is not
interested, reject the lead
and move to the next
lead. If it’s interesting,
proceed to step 2.
2 Evaluate the contact
person
After you’ve estimated
that the company would
be a great lead, you’ll
have to find someone to
talk to. You might have
received a name already
for example from the
form they filled but is that
a good contact person?
Are they an executive, a
director or a manager?
Maybe the form was filled
by an intern and probably
you should try and find
someone with decision
power to talk to. Look for
a better contact person if
that’s the case.

Sometimes - for example if you are generating
leads with web analytics
- you might not even get
a name and contact information.
If you have a wrong
contact person or no
contact person at all,
proceed to step 3. Otherwise, proceed to step 4
(but you should still look
at their social media and
LinkedIn).
3 Find the correct contact person
Browse LinkedIn and
company’s web site and
look for job titles that
could give you an idea
who could be a better
contact person. Sometimes reading their blog
helps a great deal, too.
When you do find one
you can quickly check
LinkedIn and other social
media channels and see
what kind of a person you
are going to face. Maybe
you should follow them
while you are at it, too?
We’ll share some tips for
finding the right contact
person below.
Once you’ve found the
correct person, proceed
to step 4.
4 Check your CRM
After you know who
you’ll contact, go and
check your CRM. Is the

company already in
your CRM? Is this contact person there? If not,
add them. If yes, see if
your colleague is already
working with this lead and
if not, assign it to yourself
and comment on it with
all the information you’ve
collected. Getting valid
information to your CRM
is a very important step in
any lead generation process: information that is
not in your CRM doesn’t
exist.
Finding the right contact person
If you already have the
correct contact person,
great. Just go on with
contacting them. A lot of
times though, you have a
very interesting company, but no one to contact
there. Or you have a contact person but you know
that’s not the right person
for you. Sometimes the
person has already left
the company.
If you are using web analytics to find leads it can
only show you the company who visited you. A
lot of times sales people
get frustrated because of
this. “I can’t sell to a company!”, they say. I’ve converted many of these users to happy customers
with just one simple example from offline world.
Let’s say you run a
company that specializ-
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es in selling regular pens.
You hear that another
company has a project
that they need a million
pens for. Would you say
that this information is
not interesting to you because you can’t sell to a
company? Right. What
you probably would do
is by all means try to find
the person to talk about.
This is exactly what you
should do if you know

an interesting company
could be interested in
your service. Finding the
correct contact person is
usually simple, but it can
take some time.
Start by checking their
websites contact us-connecting with them can
help you a long way.
Final resort is to call
their switch. Depending
on the company, they

might or might not give
you the contact details
or connect you with the
correct person from the
switch.
Difficutlties in finding
the contact person are
usually
overestimated.
It’s more about we not
wanting to do the work to
find them.

WRAP-UP:
• Always validate your leads and keep track of how many validated leads
you get with your efforts.
• Finding the correct contact person is easier than you think. It just requires some effort.
• A lead that is not in your CRM doesn’t exist. Get all relevant data to your
CRM as soon as possible.
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